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Abstract - Two energy-based models of Varvani-Farahani (VF) and Łagoda-Macha (LM) are employed to evaluated Fatigue 
life of different steel alloys subjected to irregular non proportional loading paths. The VF model assessed fatigue life through 
summation of both ranges of normal and shear energy on the critical plane. These ranges are determined from the largest stress 
and strain Mohr’s circles over the counted loading and unloading reversals. LM damage model evaluated the life of samples 
based on the equivalent strain energy densities over reversals of the applied stress and strain histories on the critical plane. 
The reversals over loading histories were counted by means of the equivalent relative strain method of the Wang-Brown. 
Damage values were calculated for each counted reversal and then accumulated based on the Miner-Palmgren linear damage 
rule. Fatigue life is calculated from the overall damage based on two damage models. As predicted lives based on these 
damage models compared with those of reported experimental data showed that estimated lives based on VF model have a 
better agreement. 
 
Index Terms - Critical plane criteria, Cycle counting, Fatigue Life prediction, Irregular nonproportional path. 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
In design of engineering components and structures 
such as pressure vessels, turbines, airframes and 
landing gears undergoing irregular loading special 
attentions is required to increase service safety and to 
prevent mechanical failure as well as to reduce the cost 
of maintenance. It is crucial to develop effective 
models to assess fatigue life under complex states of 
stress and strain [1]. For the evaluation of fatigue life 
of components under multiaxial loading conditions, 
different approaches have been implemented. Various 
damage criteria on the basis of strain energy density 
on the critical plane have been developed by many 
researchers [2-11]. 
 
 In this approach, fatigue damage assessment involves 
components of stress and strain on the critical plane to 
address the shortcomings of earlier developed 
strain-based and stress–based models. 
Smith-Watson-Topper (SWT) [3] developed simple 
equation multiplying applied strain amplitude and 
maximum stress. Liu [5] proposed virtual strain 
energy model based on the elastic and plastic work 
components. Chu et al. [2] modified this model to 
include the influence of mean stress using maximum 
stress instead of stress range. Glinka et al. [6] 
employed maximum normal and shear stress to 
account for the mean stress effect on crack growth. 
The normal stress on the critical plane was responsible 
to open the crack and the maximum shear stress to 
overcome any sliding friction occurring between the 
crack surfaces. Łagoda and Macha [11] developed a 
criterion based on the maximum shear and normal 

stresses in the fracture plane. For multiaxial stress  
cycles, the equivalent stress history is employed to 
assess fatigue damage over high-cycle fatigue region 
[12]. Łagoda and Macha further developed 
generalized criterion on the maximum shear and 
normal strain energy density parameter on the critical 
plane [11]. They verified proposed stress-based 
criteria to estimate fatigue life of 30CrNiMo8 steel 
alloy under multiaxial random loading. Lives were 
predicted within the scatter band of factor 3 [12]. They 
also calculated fatigue life data of steel alloys under 
uniaxial and multiaxial random loading conditions 
using energy-based model [11, 13-16]. 
Varvani-Farahani [10] proposed a damage model 
integrating normal and shear strain energy ranges 
determined from stress and strain components acting 
on the critical plane. The model was employed to 
assess life of various materials under uniaxial and 
multiaxial loading spectra by several researchers. Han 
et al. [17] employed VF model to assess fatigue life of 
SNCM630 steel alloy under proportional and 
non-proportional loading conditions. Their predicted 
life data fell within factor 2. Chen et al. [18] utilized 
VF damage model to evaluate fatigue life of Al 
7050-T7451 and En15R steel alloys under combined 
tension-torsion variable loading histories and reported 
the predicted values fall within the scatter band of 
factor 2 as compared with experimental data. In a 
recent paper [19] fatigue damage and life of steel 
samples subjected to random loading conditions were 
evaluated based on the SWT, Ellyin, LM and VF 
damage models with different energy-based 
descriptions. Fatigue lives based on VF and LM 
tightly fell in agreement with those of experimental 
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data as compared with two other damage models. 
Fatigue life of steel alloys subjected to multiaxial 
irregular loading paths based on critical plane-energy 
based damage descriptions developed earlier by 
Varvani and Łagoda and Macha (LM) is investigated. 
Wang-Brown Multiaxial cycle-counting is employed 
to determine the number of reversals acting on the 
critical plane over peak-valley events of the loading 
spectrum. Lagoda and Macha proposed equivalent 
energy parameter to include the normal and shear 
strain energy densities in the critical plane and the 
direction of this plane is evaluated based on the weight 
function method. While, VF model related fatigue 
damage to life of steel alloys through components of 
normal and shear stress/strain acting on the critical 
plane. The choice of damage approaches are discussed 
based on the stress/strain components they hold and 
their degree of complexity and consistency in damage 
assessment. 
 
II. DESCRIPTION OF MODELS 
 
A. Varvani-Farahani Damage Model 
An energy-based model was developed to assess 
fatigue damage of materials based on ranges of the 
normal and shear stress/strain components acting on 
the critical plane [10]. These ranges were defined by 
means of the largest Mohr’s circles over loading and 
unloading reversals (peak-valley events) of the 
loading spectrum. The energy components in VF 
model [10, 20] consisted of the product of the normal 
stress and strain ranges n n   and the product of shear 
stress and strain ranges maxmax )2(  acting on the 
critical plane as:  
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Both normal and shear energy components were 
weighted by tensile and shear fatigue properties. In the 
right hand side of this equation, the overall damage 
over peak-valley events of a loading spectrum was 
related to fatigue life Nf based on Coffin-Manson type 
equations [21] including tensile and shear moduli (E 
and G), tensile and shear fatigue strength coefficients 
( ′f and τ′f) and tensile and shear fatigue ductility 
coefficients ( ′f and γ′f), and exponents (b, c and b0, 
c0). Based on the largest the strain and stress Mohr’s 
circles during loading (L) and unloading (UL) 
reversals, the ranges of maximum shear strain/stress 
and the corresponding normal strain/stress ranges on 
the critical plane are calculated as: 
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VF model was employed to assess damage over 
counted reversals and damage of reversals over block 
loading history was accumulated to evaluate the 
number of blocks to failure in steel samples. 
 
B. Łagoda-Macha Damage Model 
Macha developed an energy-based criterion [11, 
14-16] to assess fatigue life in low- and high-cycle 
fatigue regimes based on the components of maximum 
normal and shear energy densities defined on the 
critical plane: 

    QtWtW nns  max    (3) 
The orientation of critical plane is normal to the mean 
direction along with maximum principal stress. The 
plane was identified by the unit normal vector 
n coinciding with the mean direction of stress s . The 
mean direction coincided with the maximum shear 
strain energy density Wns(t) and the normal energy 
density Wn(t) occurred along unit normal vector n .the 
coefficients  and  in equation (1) represent 
material constants and are evaluated respectively 
based on  2 1   and  2 1   .  

The short form of left hand side of equation (1) is 
presented as max { ( )eqW t } and fatigue fracture occurs 

when maximum value of ( )eqW t exceeds uniaxial 

fatigue limit Q. Kardas et al. [15] determined the 
equivalent energy parameter ( )eqW t  based on the 

mean direction cosines of principal stress/strain, 
ˆ ˆ ˆ, ,n n nl m n  (where n=1, 2, 3) to as: 
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where ( )ns t is maximum shear stress, ( )ns t represents 

maximum shear strain,  n t and ( )n t are respectively 
maximum normal stress and maximum normal strain 
on the critical plane. The maximum shear stress on the 
critical plane is evaluated as: 
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    (5a)  
In above equation, terms ij and ij (where i,j=x,y,z) 
represent axial and shear stresses in the direction of 
x,y and z. Garud cyclic plasticity hardening rule [15] 
was employed to calculate the magnitude of stress at 
any given strain values over loading spectra. The 
maximum shear strain on the critical plane is defined 
as: 
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(5b) 
The maximum normal stress on the critical plane is 
defined as: 
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The maximum normal strain on the critical plane is 
expressed as: 
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The state of stress/strain is very governing factor to 
determine the orientation of critical plane.  Three 
different methods of (i) the weight function [22], (ii) 
the damage accumulation [23] and (iii) the variance 
method [24] are available to determine the direction of 
unit vectors s and n . In this paper, the first method 
was chosen to determine the mean values ˆ ˆ ˆ, ,n n nl m n . The 
weight function method takes the average of 
instantaneous direction of principal stress axes. Based 
on the directions of principal axes, mean directions of 
maximum shear stresses are obtained. Details of 
weight function method and its procedure are given in 
ref. [22]. The cumulative damage calculated from 
peak-valley events of block histories in the LM 
approach is related to fatigue life Nf through 
Smith-Watson-Topper (SWT) equation in the right 
hand side of equation (1). The general form of this 
equation is converted as:  
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III. MULTIAXIAL CYCLE COUNTING 
METHOD 
 
Wang-Brown cycle counting method [1, 25] is 
employed to evaluate fatigue damage under variable 
multiaxial loading conditions. The first step in this 
method is that the equivalent cyclic plastic strain 
partitions loading spectrum by means of: 
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where   is the effective Poisson’s ratio. This 
coefficient is determined over peak-valley events of a 
loading spectrum Based on an iterative process. The 
maximum value of equivalent strain is identified as 
the most significant turning point (A). The highest 
plastic strain in a block is taken as a reference to 
rearrange data over loading spectrum. The counting 
process starts calculating the maximum equivalent 
relative strain with respect to the maximum turning 
point A as follows: 

    A
ijijeqendtAEeq ttt  


max*         (8) 

where tE is the time at which the new peak takes place 
at which spectrum data split into two sets. The first set 
includes increasing data from zero to the maximum 
point E and another group contains the rest of data. 
The first group represents one reversal and remaining 
points are considered to further determine equivalent 
relative strain and its first peak as the second counted 
reversal. The counting process is continued over the 
entire spectrum to count similar points. Details of the 
procedure of the Wang-Brown cycle counting method 
and the process of identifying the effective Poisson’s 
ratio have been presented in [26, 27]. 
 
IV. MATERIALS AND TESTS  
 
Fatigue damage values and life data of two steel alloys 
of S45C [28] and S460N [29] tested under various 
irregular multiaxial loading conditions are employed 
to predict lives of samples based on the VF and LM 
damage models. All tests were conducted under 
strain-controlled condition at room temperature. The 
details of materials, specimen geometry and fatigue 
tests were reported in [28, 29]. Table 1 presents 
fatigue properties of materials employed in the present 
study.  

 
Table 1 Fatigue properties of the investigated materials 

 
Multiaxial Strain paths spectra for steel samples are 
shown in Fig. 1a-1h. This figure shows variation of 
shear strains versus axial strains. Table 2 lists loading 
spectra and experimentally obtained fatigue life data 
for steel alloys studied in this paper. The discretized 
axial and shear strains at peak-valley events of loading 
spectra are given in this Table. 

Multiaxial loading paths in Fig. 1 and Table 2 include 
various strain paths of pseudo-random loading (R01 
and R02), box (B), constant amplitude out-of-phase 
(COP), alternating proportional path tests (AP), 
vertical butterfly (VBF) and horizontal butterfly 
(HBF).  
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Fig. 1 Multiaxial loading paths for steel alloys S45C with loading paths (a-f) and S460N with strain paths (c), (d), (e), (g) and (h)

 

Table 1 Multiaxial strain paths and corresponding fatigue life 
 
V. FATIGUE LIFE PREDICTION RESULTS 
AND DISCUSSION 
 
Fatigue lives of S45C and S460N steel alloys subjected 

to various multiaxial irregular loading paths were 
evaluated based on two energy-based damage models 
of LM and VF.  
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Fig. 2 compares the predicted and experimental 
fatigue lives of S45C steel samples undergoing 
loading spectra R01, R02, B, COP01, COP02 and AP. 
 
Predicted life data based on both models for loading 
spectra AP, B, COP01 fell between factors ±2. 
However the predicted lives for loading spectra R02 
and COP02 slightly exceeded ±3 boundaries. 

 
Fig. 2 Predicted versus experimental fatigue lives of S45C 

steel alloy under various multiaxial loading paths based on the 
LM and VF damage models 

In Fig. 3, the predicted and experimental lives of 
S460N steel samples subjected to loading histories B, 
VBF, HBF and COP01 was compared. 
 

 
Fig. 3 Predicted versus experimental fatigue lives of S460N 

steel alloy under various multiaxial loading paths based on the 
LM and VF damage models 

 
The LM model overpredicted more than 30% of life 
data beyond factor 3. Over 80% of predicted lives by 
the VF model collapsed within ±3 factor. LM model 
predicted 50% of data within scatter band of ±2 while 
majority of predicted data based on this approach were 
found non-conservative as compared with 
experimental data.  Fig. 4 plots collectively the 
predicted fatigue life data based on LM and VF models 
versus experimental data of S45C and S460N steel 
samples under various multiaxial loading conditions. 
This figure compares predicted life data based on LM 
approach (open symbols) and the predicted life data by 
VF model (solid symbols). Of twenty one multiaxial 

fatigue tests, about 50% of fatigue data predicted by 
VF model fell within ±2 factor, 35% within factor of 
±3 and only 15% positions slightly deviates from ±3 
bounds. While based on the LM model over 35% of 
data collapsed within ±2 and remaining data fell 
within and beyond ±3 bounds.  

 
Fig. 4 Predicted versus experimental fatigue lives of S45C and 

S460N steel alloys under different multiaxial loading conditions 
based on the LM and VF damage models 

The Varvani damage approach through equation (1) 
however accounted for peak-valley events in overall 
damage assessment involving the range of stress and 
strain components acting on the critical plane. The 
multiaxial reversals at any instance of a loading 
spectrum held positive or/and negative values. The 
accumulated damage was calculated through 
integration of damage over entire block loading 
spectrum involving both normal and shear stress and 
strain ranges. Predicted lives based on this model fell 
tightly below the centerline in fig. 3 for S460N steel 
alloy. Multiaxial reversals over loading spectra 
COP02, VBF and HBF in this figure possessed 
peak-valley events with opposite signs at which the 
calculated ranges of stress and strain components 
increased the magnitude of overall damage resulting 
in a more conservative life prediction based on VF 
model.  
 
The deviation  of LM model from the perfect line of 
prediction is associated with the fact that the 
alternative absolute components of maximum shear 
strain and stress ( ( )ns t and ( )ns t ) in the first term of 
equation (4) and similarly alternative absolute 
functions of maximum normal strain and stress 
components ( ( )n t and ( )n t ) in the second term of 
this equation produced positive and negative shear 
and normal energies over peak-valley events caused of 
reduction of the accumulated damage over a block 
loading spectrum. Histories R02 in S45C, and COP01 
and HBF in S460N steel samples possessed multiaxial 
reversals at which the product of concurrent positive 
and negative stress and strain values resulted in 
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negative energies. The difference between positive 
and negative shear and normal energies achieved over 
loading instances due to alternative absolute 
stress/strain values in LM model reduced the 
accumulated damage largely.  
 
The reduced accumulated damage over peak-valley 
events then resulted in overprediction of fatigue life 
data. On the other hand S45C steel samples with 
loading spectra R01 and COP02 involved multiaxial 
loading instances at which shear and axial peak-valley 
events were in opposite sign. The absolute function in 
equation (4) converted them to positive values 
resulting in a summation of shear and normal energy 
terms and an increase in overall damage. The 
predicted lives for these histories were found more 
agreeable with the experimental values. Histories R01 
and COP02 of S45C steel, and loading paths B and 
VBF in S460N steel possessed peak-valley events at 
which absolute components had no influence on the 
overall damage value. Life prediction of these 
histories by means of LM model fell within a factor of 
2 as compared with experimental data. Fig. 2 presents 
a relatively close agreements between predicted lives 
based on both models as compared with those 
experimental data reported for S45C steel samples. 
For positive values of stress/strain reversals the 
absolute functions remained ineffective and the 
overall damage calculated based on the LM model was 
found more agreeable with lives predicted based on 
VF model in this figure. Both models possessed close 
predicted life values when the products of stress and 
strain components acting on the critical plane over 
peak-valley events for this alloy were twice integrated 
in LM model consistent with ranges of stress/strain 
components in VF model. 
The consistency in the stress and strain ranges over 
peak-valley events of loading spectra based on VF 
model has extended the capability of the model to 
assess fatigue life of steel samples under various 
multiaxial irregular loading conditions. Overall 
damage calculated based on LM model through a 
change in sign of stress and strain terms was highly 
influenced by loading histories and when loading axes 
were in-phase reduced the overall damage noticeably 
and overpredicted fatigue life data. 
The non-conservative predicted lives of steel samples 
by LM model for various multiaxial loading histories 
(See fig. 4) could also be related to the absence of shear 
strain and its coefficients in the right hand side of 
equation (6). The choice of damage assessment 
models and how to determine the fatigue life of 
components under irregular loading spectra were 
attributed to the stress/strain components they 
possessed, their occurrence, degree of complexity and 
consistency in damage assessment. 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
Fatigue life of S45C and S460N steel samples tested 
under various irregular multiaxial loading conditions 
were predicted based on the LM and VF energy-based 
models. Majority of the predicted fatigue life data fell 
within factor ±3 as compared with experimental data. 
The predicted lives by the LM model consistently 
showed a non-conservative response while predicted 
life data by the VF model fell within factor ±3 or better 
with the conservative response. The LM fatigue 
damage model held SWT relation in the right hand 
side of equation (6) relating the overall damage to 
fatigue life. 
 
The involvement of stress/strain sign over counted 
reversals in equation (4) as well as the lack of shear 
strain and coefficients in the right hand side of 
equation (6) resulted in smaller values of damage 
calculated over loading spectrum. This noticeably 
increased the values of predicted lives based on the 
LM approach. The Varvani model however due to 
holding ranges of stress/ strain components over 
counted reversals of block loading histories as well as 
contribution of shear strain and coefficients in the 
right hand side of equation (1) enabled a closer 
agreement with the predicted life data as compared 
with experimental values.  
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